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One: The Earth Speaks Back in Brock’s Production of Caryl Churchill’s The Skriker

If the Earth could speak back to human beings about pollution and global warming, what
would it say and how would it say it?

[www.deviantart.com]

Brock University’s 2007 production of Caryl Churchill’s The Skriker (directed by David
Fancy and designed by Kelly Wolf) explores the relationship between the human and
spirit worlds from the perspective of an Earth which is, like the Skriker, “ancient and
damaged.” This production follows the Skriker and her family of earth spirits (Nellie
Longarms, Johnny Squarefoot, Spriggan, Rawheadandbloodybones, and Radiant) as they
grapple with the destruction of the earth and the consequential threat to their own
survival. Our earth spirits have become damaged monsters, polluted and degraded by
environmentally destructive human behaviour. Lily and Josie, our two human
characters, are pursued by the Skriker and her family, who hope to learn from or utilize
these girls in their attempts to “speak back” to the human populace of the world.
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Two: Animism and Earth Spirits in Various Traditions
Our play draws on the cultural memory of British earth spirits (from Celtic mythologies and
folklore traditions). This production explores the relationship between these spirits and the
human world, particularly the ways in which environmentally destructive human activity has
destroyed or “damaged” the spirits of the earth as well as the earth itself. Skriker and the other
spirits have acquired language in order to “speak back” to the humans on behalf of themselves as
well as on behalf of the earth at large.

[http://www.treehugger.com/files/2006/05/atmospheric_pol.php]

There are many deities and mythological figures from various other cultural traditions who are
also associated with the earth or with specific components of earthly existence (some of whom
hold chief office over activities or properties of human-earth relations such as agriculture). Here
is a small sampling:
• GAIA — Ancient Greek Earth Mother
• OGOUN-SHANGO — Caribbean God of Fire and Lightening
• CHALCHIUHTLICUE — Aztec River Goddess who punishes humans with floods
• VANIR — mischievous Norse Nature Gods
• The Jeudo-Christian GOD — known to occasionally punish the sinful by way of natural disasters
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Three: Students’ Anxiety and Fear in the Face of Environmental Destruction
As the following images and media clips (p3-9) suggest, environmental destruction can be a scary
and stressful concept to deal with, and may often leave one feeling anxious about past mistakes,
current and future consequences of these mistakes, and the need for new new solutions.

[http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qn4188/is_20030422/ai_n11391431]

For young people, these anxieties and fears may be even stronger as they try to grapple with
current and future problems which seem large and uncontrollable, especially in the face of
problems started and perpetuated by past generations.

[www.deviantart.com]

Discussion Question:
Are the humans in the play imagining
or being haunted by these damaged
Earth spirits due to their own anxieties
about environmental destruction?

[http://waxidermy.com/images/pollution.jpg]
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[above two images can be found at http://www.mindfully.org/Plastic/Ocean/Moore-Trashed-PacificNov03.htm]
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[http://gristmill.grist.org/story/2007/12/10/165845/92]

[a facebook group organized by frustrated high school students]
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[http://gristmill.grist.org/story/2007/12/10/165845/92]

[www.deviantart.com]
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[http://gristmill.grist.org/story/2007/12/10/165845/92]
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[www.deviantart.com]

[http://gristmill.grist.org/story/2007/12/10/165845/92]
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Four: Discussion
What are young people supposed to think and feel about the degradation of the
environment?

[www.deviantart.com]

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/discussion/
2005/10/21/DI2005102100737.html

How do you see the world speaking back? Can you think of any examples from everyday life
(i.e. Not just catastrophes such as hurricanes or forest fires, but maybe even something on a
smaller scale)?

[www.deviantart.com]
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What are the differences between more natural and less natural spaces in your
neighbourhood?

www.deviantart.com
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What are some artistic responses to the environmental crisis we are in?
• These can be possible responses of your own imagining, or responses which you have
participated in or heard of/witnessed.
• Think also of how such responses might be executed, and how the different strengths or
experiences of fellow classmates or other community members could be harnessed in order
to execute these responses.

Some answers from our team of students:
• Use side-walk chalk to create images or words expressing what we should be doing
on a personal level to reduce the ways in which we are harming the planet
• Create a presentation for a school assembly; be as creative as possible, use
multimedia, or combine different elements of the arts in a way that gets students to
think. Try suggesting solutions on a personal level, things that youth directly have
the power to change.
• Practice writing down things that you notice around you (trees, kids, weather,
sounds, etc) to increase your consciousness of your surrounding environment
• Use newsprint, magazine images, etc., to create a collage reflecting the impressions
you are being given about the state of the planet
-Gillian Fournier, “Josie”

• Create personalized, reusable, glass water-bottles for yourself, your friends, and your family.
-Shannon Howes, “Lily”
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• Create a short docudrama with your friends about environmental problems within
your own neighbourhood/town/city.

-Krista Miraldo, “Radiant”

• Relax in the woods and write down what the setting makes you feel.
• Draw/paint a picture of a natural space which you find beautiful.
-Jordan Imray, “Johnny”
• Use various recycled or pre-used materials to create art or craft pieces
(including jewelry and clothing!)
• Make a halloween costume out of garbage and go as “Pollution” — Scary!
• Decorate reusable bags to use for ALL of your shopping (even for clothes!)
-Jacelyn Holmes, “Nellie”

www.deviantart.com

• Start a garbage garage band.
-Chantal Boutin, Stage Manager
• Write a poem about the earth “speaking back” to humans.
-Denise Christof, “Skriker”

• Create theatre outside--summer stock provides ample opportunity to create
outdoors with limited resources and technology.
• When painting usematerials that are recycled or found (feathers make great brushes).
-Suzanne Leandro, Assistant Stage Manager
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• Create a video blog where you can
document your own experience of
environmental problems and also include
things you have found from other sources,
like music, movies, news sites, etc. Which
help to express this.
• Create a website with links to news
articles about environmental issues.
Include articles written by yourself,
friends, family, or classmates about more
local issues as well.
-Chris Penney, “Rawheadandbloodybones”

• Use performance art or street
theatre to depict the extreme
effects of pollution.
• Make an artificial garden out of
garbage (use the garbage to create
sculptures of trees, plants, ect.).
• Create a story, play, or short film
about a group of people who have
settled on the “garbage island” in
the Pacific Ocean.
-Fede Holt, “Spriggan”

www.deviantart.com

• Create and perform a piece of street theatre about environmental issues in a specific location.
• Performance art: Walk though the streets or the malls with/wearing art about environmental
problems and solutions.
• Produce short and humourous video clips for youtube highlighting key issues.
• Hand out your own home-made reusable shopping bags at various shops around town.
-Bryan White, Assistant Director

• Create an online fashion magazine about “green” style: this could include content about
wardrobe choices, homemade clothes and accessories, designers and brands committed
to sustainability and free-trade, clothing preservation methods (to keep those clothes in
good shape for the NEXT time they come back in fashion) and clothing recycling options.

• We hope that you find this guide to be useful and inspirational, but please
refrain from printing these pages unless absolutely necessary ❤

-Joanna Maselli, Dramaturge
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A Note on Sources

We have made a conscious effort to collect media clips and images from the
internet in order to highlight the wide availability and accessibility of such
materials, and to facilitate further student/teacher exploration.
Links to all sources for medial clips and images have been provided directly below
each “clipping” so that you may jump directly to the source and pursue further
reading, research, or exploration of the themes, images, and ideas collected here.

www.deviantart.com
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